
Introduction to Music & Garageband

NAME: DATE: AM/PM:

In order to complete and receive credit for this assignment, every item on the checklist must 
be checked and completed. 

PART ONE INSTRUCTIONS
1. Find two files on YouTube that you would like to mix together.
2. Try to use 2 popular songs so you will be able to find enough content to work with.
3. You can mix genres, styles, BMP, tempo, etc.
4. Both songs should have music and lyrics
5. Please keep the lyrics "school appropriate"
6. Use the Sample app to record the songs
7. After downloading the files, place them in your Assets folder
8. Open the files in Garageband and trim the songs into pieces to begin your mix
9. You may change the Tempo, Pitch, Volume, etc for your mix
10. Your song must be a minimum of 2 minutes
11. If looking for music only, search YouTube for "Karaoke or Instrumental" version
12. If looking for Lyrics, search for "Lyrics only"
13. Export your file and upload it to Schoology
14. When uploading the new mix, make sure you list the two songs and artists' name.

PART TWO INSTRUCTIONS

1. Use the Garageband Loops to create a music track for your “Entrance” song.

2. Imagine if you walked into a room full of people, what would your theme song be?

3. Is it a funny, serious, rap, rock, etc. song? What "mood" are you going for? are you
entering happy, sad, angry, or sneaky?

4. You need to use 4 Loops from Garageband for the project

5. Your track needs to have a beat and use at least one instrument

6. Your AUDIO track needs to be 30 seconds in length

7. Take a video of yourself walking against the green screen. The VIDEO length needs to
be 15-30 seconds in length depending on the idea

8. _____ Find a video background on Youtube that matches the theme of your entrance song (ex:
party, beach, city, etc. depending on the style of your music)

9. _____ Take the background you found on Youtbe and combine your Green Screen walking
footage to remove the background in iMovie.

10._____Add your song to the iMovie project to create your Entrance Song intro walk.

11. _____Export your file and upload it to Schoology



PART THREE & FOUR INSTRUCTIONS

11. For this part of the project, you need to pick TWO (2) songs. Each song will be separated 
into 2 tracks: one vocal and one instrumental for a total of 4 tracks. NO PROFANITY!
12. It can also be different genres - Rock, Rap, Dubstep, Techno, Jazz, Classical, Reggae, etc.
13. Every 30 seconds there should be a change in the song by way of a different audio clip.
14. In order to get the music you need, you can go to Youtube and find the songs and
use the sample app.
15. You can search for a complete song or parts of a song like just the Lyric Track or
the Rhythm track
16. Then, use the Sample App and the and websites like Vocalremover.org below in 
Resources to record your music
17. Make sure each audio clip is adjusted in volume and/or fade to create
smooth transitions.
18. The mash-up should be a minimum of 2 minutes in length.
19. Your 4 songs should not go in order but should go back and forth between sections
of songs like the diagram below.
20. HAVE FUN!!!! pick artists, you like that will keep you interested in the project
21. Upload to Schoology when you're done.


